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ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

Sikorsky S-92A, G-IACC

No & Type of Engines:

2 General Electric Co CT7-8A turboshaft engines

Year of Manufacture:

2007

Date & Time (UTC):

30 March 2011 at 0725 hrs

Location:

Stand A2, Scatsta Airport, Shetland Islands

Type of Flight:

Commercial Air Transport (Passenger)

Persons on Board:

Crew - 2

Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - None

Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

Left landing gear and fuselage

Commander’s Licence:

Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age:

49 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

6,430 hours (of which 1,575 were on type)
Last 90 days - 92 hours
Last 28 days - 8 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the pilot

Summary
The helicopter was ground taxied onto a parking spot and

pilot to stop. In accordance with the Standard Operating

brought to a stop by the commander, who was the pilot

Procedures (SOPs), the co-pilot in the left seat stated

flying. He then intended to apply the parking brake but

“Disc/Brakes/Lights”. The commander levelled the disc,

inadvertently raised the collective control lever, which

exerted toe pressure on the foot brakes and then intended

caused the helicopter to become airborne. He released

to raise the parking brake handle. The parking brake

the collective control lever, which was lowered by the

handle is located to the left of the right seat collective

collective trim system to the fully down position, and the

lever hand grip (see Figure 1) and, instead of applying

helicopter landed heavily, causing damage to the landing

the parking brake, the commander inadvertently raised

gear and airframe.

the collective lever. The helicopter lifted approximately
six feet into the air, with a slight roll to the left, and the

History of the flight

commander instinctively released the collective lever,

The helicopter was being ground taxied onto Spot A2 by

thinking it was the parking brake handle. The helicopter

the commander, who was occupying the right seat. The

immediately descended and landed heavily, resulting

taxiing was under the direction of a marshaller, who, when

in a ‘HARD LANDING’ caution caption on the Engine

the helicopter reached the parking position, signalled the

Indication Caution Advisory System (EICAS).
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Figure 1
Photograph of the collective lever and parking brake handle,
on the left of the pilot in the right seat

The crew advised their company of the event by radio and

brake is applied and the collective lever adopts the

taxied to the North Apron in order that an engineering

new ‘trim neutral’ position. Raising or lowering the

inspection could be carried out. The inspection revealed

collective lever without depressing the trigger is possible

that there had been some deformation of the airframe

but the pilot must overcome the resistance imposed by

structure in two places and a crack in one of the left

the electromagnetic brake. If the collective is released

main landing gear wheel rims, on which the tyre had

under these circumstances, the lever will rapidly return

deflated.

to the previously selected ‘trim neutral’ position.

Collective trim system

Safety action

The collective lever on the SK92 is equipped with

As a result of the incident, the operator issued a Flying

a trim position mechanism.

This incorporates an

Staff Instruction (FSI), ‘Guarding Flight Controls and

electromagnetic brake, with a control trigger on the

Control Handover’. This stressed the importance of

underside of the collective lever grip. When the trigger

using the positive handover technique when the pilot

is depressed the electromagnetic brake is released, which

flying (PF) passes control of an individual flying control

allows the collective lever to be moved up or down

or controls to the pilot monitoring (PM). It includes the

freely. When the trigger is released, the electromagnetic

following paragraph:
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neutral’ position.

‘Before removing hands from the flight controls

lifting the helicopter into the air, he did so against the

critical phases of flight or when on ground rotors

electromagnetic brake. As the collective lever was

running, PF shall hand control of the appropriate

released, the electromagnetic brake lowered it back

flight control to PM using the standard two crew

to the MPOG position. This caused the helicopter

This applies

to descend rapidly, resulting in a hard landing.

especially when applying the parking brake,

Subsequently, damage was discovered on the fuselage

to avoid the possibility of the collective lever

and left main landing gear.

being raised inadvertently instead of the parking
brake, unless the helicopter type is fitted with

The commander concluded that the accident was the

a collective lock and Part B SOP requires the

consequence of an unintentional and inadvertent

lock to be engaged before applying the parking

application of the collective lever, instead of the parking

brake.’

brake. As a result of this occurrence, the operator
promptly issued a Flying Staff Instruction to ensure

Conclusions

that the PF or PM has control of the flying controls

After the helicopter had been brought to a stop on the

during critical phases of flight or when on the ground,

parking spot, the collective lever was lowered fully

rotors running.

and the collective trim system trigger was released
in the Minimum Pitch On Ground (MPOG) ‘trim
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When the commander raised the

collective lever, instead of the parking brake handle,

to activate other switches or controls during

hand over technique and calls.
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